EVENT
BRANDING

LARGE
FORMAT PRINT

EXHIBITION
GRAPHICS

For over 20 years, we have been the
UK’s leading print service provider
in outdoor advertising, promotional
graphics and printed banners. Our
experience is as diverse as the range
of products we offer. We are proud to
have worked with some of the leading
promotional agencies and high-profile
events in the UK.
Moving with the times, we have recently invested in the very latest
printing technology, giving us one of the most substantial textile
print facilities in the country which has subsequently given us that
competitive advantage and allowed us to meet our customer demand
more efficiently and effectively. Our team is now headed up by two of
the most experienced and creative graphic designers in the business
with one shared goal in mind…exceptional quality production and print
and a real understanding of customer requirements.

Banner Box is a division of Specialised Canvas Services Ltd.
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Accreditation

Key Features

ASSOCIATION

FESPA UK Association - FESPA
is a global federation of 37 national
associations representing screen
printing, digital printing and the textile
printing community. Banner Box are a
long-standing member and benefit from
the perceived mark of quality within the
industry. The federation prides itself on
sales growth, cost saving and a focus on
innovation; which is closely aligned to our
own ideals and goals.

Quality Assured Company
ISO 9001/2015 – Quality
ISO 14001:2015 – Environment
OHAS 18001:2008 – Health & Safety
This policy covers all divisions of the
company and all products that we
manufacture or supply. It includes all
locations including work undertaken away
from our premises and covers quality,
environment and health & safety.

UK Made
Made and
assembled
here in the UK.
Bespoke Order
Made to order.
2-3 Days Delivery
Delivery to any UK
mainland address.
5-10 Days Delivery
Delivery to any UK
mainland address.

FESPA Planet Friendly Printing
As proud FESPA members, we also aim
to operate in an eco-friendly manner. The
scheme enables us to ever improve on our
current practices and our overall impact
on the environment. We continually strive
to seek new initiatives in an effort to
reduce our carbon footprint.

Made in the UK

See materials guide on page 34

Made in Sheffield
One of the World’s great brands, made
famous internationally as a mark of origin
and quality on the city’s manufactured
products. Sheffield is a successful 21st
century city of makers, boasting worldclass companies in a variety of sectors
and the region’s companies can now
declare their proud Sheffield credentials
by displaying the Made in Sheffield
Mark, a symbol of the City’s ongoing
commitment to quality and excellence.

12 Month
Guarantee
All parts guaranteed
by the manufacturer.
Valid from date of
purchase, proof of
purchase required.
No Tools Required
Assembled without
the need for tools.
100% Recyclable
Please dispose of
responsibly.
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Fabric Tension Systems
Beautiful print, beautifully displayed
The Fabric Tension family of products are built
around an extensive collection of aluminium
frame systems. Graphics are printed
to your choice of fabrics to suit front
or backlit use with outdoor and indoor
options. Each fabric print is finished
with a silicon ‘welt’ which simply
pushes into the frame profile creating
a tensioned, fitting-free finish
installation and a ‘frameless’ look.
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Our fabric graphic systems enable you to put great artwork
at the centre of your display.
Stunning minimalist systems maximising graphics area 		
with a ‘frameless’ look
Easy user-friendly graphics change
Stunning wide-format fabric graphics
Choice of profile depths
Light box options
With a near limitless range of sizes and shapes, the only limit is
your imagination!

See materials guide on page 34
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Wall Mounted and Free Standing Systems
Innovative and flexible

Wall Mounted
Fix to a wall, or create a wall using fabric graphics. Our
innovative frame systems are incredibly flexible enabling the
creation of free standing walls, partitions and displays.
Perfect for retail, fit your frame once and easily update
the graphics forever. Shine a light, elevate your display
to another level, state of the art low energy LED backlit
systems.

Applications include:

Free Standing & Wall Systems

Retail easy-change graphics
Art framing for contemporary situations
Commercial interiors
LED lightboxes
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Single free-standing panels or complete structures, all
clad in our superb textile graphics. Create curves, corners,
ceilings and many other totally innovative display and
demonstration spaces.
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Fabric Pop-Ups

Versatile Cases

These Pop-up stands are a doddle to use. No more fragile,
expensive, rigid graphics. Textile Pop-ups have totally
changed the way temporary exhibitions and displays are
used and transported.

Available in 2 sizes

The ultra user-friendly frames expand from a very small
foot print to full size in a matter of moments and graphics
are fitted with Velcro - supplied complete with a standard
soft case. Graphics can be fitted to the front, the sides or
completely wrap the frame for 360 degree visibility.

Beech-effect top available for larger size

Double up as a counter
Add a graphic wrap
Frame and graphics all in one case

No more damaged graphics
Super light weight
One piece fabric - no more mis-aligned images
Curved or straight
Fire retardant
Portable

Standard types and sizes*

Lighting

Type

Width

Height

2x3

1503mm

2230mm

3x3

2236mm

2230mm

4x3

2969mm

2230mm

5x3

3702mm

2230mm

* Nominal face size, please see our graphics guide online for full frame
and graphic dimensions.

See materials guide on page 34

The halogen floodlight gives light over a large surface area.
UK approved, robust and fitted with long-life bulbs.

Options
Lights easily clip to cross members of the frame
Premium cases have wheels and can be used in situ to
create a plinth with the addition of a graphic wrap and
counter top
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Display Graphics

Display your brand in a big way

Display Graphics are a great
way to advertise your brand.
Our print services consistently
provide professional quality
graphics at a trade price. Our
in-house team are equipped
with the very latest studio and
production technology to ensure
rapid and accurate results,
whatever the scale of your
requirement.
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How can we help?
The UK’s biggest textile print facility

Trade pricing and lead times

Big or small, narrow or wide

Graphic design, print and finishing

Product Led Solutions

Application Led Solutions

Pair one of our display systems with our highly acclaimed
print service. We can recommend a suitable combination of
GRAPHIC and DISPLAY SYSTEM to satisfy a huge variety
of requirements, ranging from a simple advertising banner
through to a complex suite of exhibition graphics. You choose
the mix of products that will deliver the message required.
Whether you want us to create a complex branding package
or individual elements we can work with you on a first class
delivery.

Whether it’s a permanent display, retail promotion or exhibition
graphic we can provide a package of products to create the
impact and presence you’re looking to achieve. Combining
products to create a seamless package with cohesive design,
colour management and finish, we can have a positive input
and impact at any stage of the process.

Indoor Solutions
Wall mounted
Free standing

Trade subcontract print service - let us handle the whole, or 		
any element of the job, from print only through to full finishing
and installation
Products combined to create an effective branding package
Choice of more than 20 different fabrics and materials
All our outdoor fabric graphics are pre-washed to avoid 		
staining from rain or damp weather

Portable
Fixed

Outdoor Solutions
Weather durable graphics
Consistent visual style across multiple products
Large format appropriate to the viewing distance

See materials guide on page 34
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Event Graphics
Events...covered!
The type of graphics available are just as varied as the many types of
event at which they can be used.
From food festivals to international sports there is a solution to suit all
sizes and budgets. We can blend a broad mix of products from the
functional to the decorative giving a cohesive and considered design.
Graphics can be used for many purposes such as directional signage,
sponsor branding, screening and partitioning.
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Fence and Sports Branding
We specialise in ‘on pitch’ graphics
Crowd Barrier Jackets
Used to provide branding and promotional signage, these
jackets are ideal for areas such as race start & finish areas.
Printed to our Jetflag or Airflow polyester fabric
Single or double-sided
Available to suit all barrier types and sizes

Stadium Graphics
Giant replica shirts and centre circle graphics.
Replica shirts manufactured to any size
Centre circles 18m diameter as standard
Team flags
National flags
Crowd & supporters banners

Heras Fencing Scrim
Ideal for large runs of branding and screening, turn an unsightly
fence into a promotional opportunity. Perfect for mass
participation events, temporary venues, on-street venues.
Printed to Airflow perforated polyester
Single panels or continuous runs
Use for privacy screening and branding
Supplied in roll form
Very easy to install and remove
Easy to recycle

See materials guide on page 34
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Branded Furniture
Not just for the beach!

Deck Chairs

Directors Chairs

Not just for the beach! For the ultimate in relaxed meetings,
where better than reclining in your own branded Deck
Chair? Perfect for casual gatherings.

Brand a seating area with our innovative range of chairs and
furniture. These super-comfy chairs are smart for your event
and create a little wow factor wherever they go.

Folding hardwood frames
Supplied fully assembled - ready to use
Volume pricing options
High quality printed canvas with full colour graphics

Manufactured from FSC certified wood from sustainable
sources
High quality dye printed base with graphics on seat-back
and base
Corporate branding or photographic reproduction
Co-ordinate with exhibition branding or interior design
Removable washable covers
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Advertising Banners
Get your message across
Blank Banners
Our trade blank banner service is perfect for industry
professionals to create a quick and effective banner with cut
vinyl graphics. Made to order from a wide range of colours
and dispatched overnight so you don’t have to hold stock or
second-guess your customers’ requirements.

Digitally Printed Banners
The sheer versatility of digital print makes this the most
efficient and effective way to make your banners. Combining
full colour print, large size, durable materials and the
flexibility to produce one-offs and short runs, this product
has already proven to be by far the most popular medium for
advertisers.
Banner Finishing - Producing a good banner includes
a professional finish with a strong, sewn hem and metal
eyelets. Our team take the print and turn it into a wellfinished product.

See materials guide on page 34
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National Flags

And flags of all nations available
National flags are made in traditional sizes.
We manufacture flags in yard sizes, starting
from half a yard and up to 6 yards. We can
also make bespoke sizes, if required!

St George

St Andrew

St Patrick

St David

N Ireland

Welsh Dragon

Scottish Lion

English Lion

Flags of the United Kingdom

All our flags are offered in three alternatives, giving a choice for all situations:
Sewn flags
Dye printed woven flags
Digitally printed flags
All flags are finished ready to fly with a headband, rope & toggle to attach to the flagpole.

Flags of Every Nation of the World Available

The flags of the world are sewn to the required design. Manufactured from MoD grade flag
bunting and finished with a high quality rope & wooden toggle.

Flag Sizes in cms
1 Yard

1.5 Yard

2 Yard

2.5 Yard

3 Yard

3.5 Yard

4 Yard

5 Yard

91 x 46

137 x 68

183 x 91

230 x 115

274 x 137

320 x 160

366 x 183

460 x 230

Union Flag
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Advertising Flags
Your brand, flying high
Digital Print
Digital Print has revolutionised flag making in the last
decade. We’ve stayed at the forefront of technology
with one of the UK’s largest and most sophisticated
production facilities, backed up with decades of
know-how.

The Critical Difference Print, Fix, Wash: Unlike
other printers we COLOUR FIX AND WASH all
our outdoor fabric prints before they are
dispatched so no colour runs - GUARANTEED!
Imagine the possibilities Digital print lets you do
things with flags that you never could before. Multiple
one-offs, or large scale, you can realise a world of
choices.

Dye Sublimation
Dye printed flags are perfect for a vast range of flag
products but are particularly suited to higher volume
requirements, typically orders of 100 or more. Dye
sublimation is perfect for accurate reproduction of
Pantone colours and corporate identity.
Suitable for spot or process (full) colour images, dye
sublimation has the flexibility to cover all but the most
specialist requirements. Each flag is hand-finished
with a sturdy headband and your choice of D-rings,
clips or toggles.

See materials guide on page 34
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Windchaser Flags
Aero

Blade

Mistral

The Aero Windchaser is the classic
feather flag format. The curved
top and square bottom maximise
the area available for graphics and
curved top edge holds the flag out,
guaranteeing the message is always
visible regardless of wind strength.

The Blade Windchaser has a
teardrop shape which makes it stand
out in a crowd. The whole flag is
held tight so there is no fluttering or
curling, guaranteeing the flag image
is always visible.

The Mistral Windchaser is our most
popular. The curved top and base
mirror each other giving a stylish
design without compromising on
the graphics area. It uses a flexible
glassfibre pole which is tensioned
as the flag is sleeved onto it. The
flag flies in the expected way giving
movement and colour.

Base Options
Spiked Base

Spiked bases are for outdoor use and
allow Windchasers to be discreetly
and securely positioned on soft
surfaces, such as grass or sand.
The smooth bearing action helps
easy flag rotation.
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Drive-on Base

This base enables Windchaser flags
to be used in conjunction with a car
or other vehicle. Simple to install
they form a secure anchor point and
enable highly visible branding on the
forecourt.

Windchaser Flags bring height, colour and movement and relay
your message well. They are simple to use and available in 5 different
styles. Printed in full colour to knitted polyester.
Sirocco

Forecourt

The Sirocco Windchaser has sharp lines for a clean look. The
curved top holds the flag on display whilst the angled base
draws the eye. Each flag comes with your choice of base and a
sectional glassfibre pole. Easily assembled without tools, once
secured to a base they will withstand the rigours of an outdoor
event season.

The Forecourt Windchaser is perfect for vehicle sale, rental
and promotions. The 2m flag is used with a 4m pole which
elevates the graphic and ensures the flag flies clear of the
vehicle. It comes complete with a drive-on base and is
compatible with a variety of vehicle types.

Waterfilled Base

The waterfilled base is very
handy as it can be moved
anywhere and when filled
with water sits in place securely.
Comes complete with bag,
spigot and pegs.

See materials guide on page 34
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Festival Flags
Festival flags are a brilliant way to add colour, height and movement
to any event or festival. They comprise a 12ft (3.6m) real bamboo pole
with an eye-catching flag in a choice of standard designs and come
complete with a spiked base ready to install.
Custom Flag Shapes

Standard Flag Shapes

Incorporating your artwork based on standard shapes or
totally unique - custom designed with product replica shapes
and colour schemes. Send us images of your product and
we’ll create the flag artwork.

Festival flags are a great Eco-friendly flag product. The
bamboo poles are grown in China and are incredibly strong.
Standard height is 12ft (3.6m) and flags are printed to a recyclable polyester fabric.
Each flag comes with a ground spike to secure firmly and a
rotating arm to hold the flag in light winds.
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Outdoor Display
The great outdoors

Our outdoor display range aims to offer a
high quality solution for any location or type
of event - and because we manufacture,
we welcome your requests for any unusual
or non-standard product. We always aim to
provide a first class service.

See materials guide on page 34

Banner Frames
Wall Mount Systems
Post Mount Systems
Café Windbreaks
Pop Up banners
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Banner Frames

Frame and banner package deals available

Heavy Duty Banner Frame
Made from 30 mm diameter anodised
aluminium tube, Heavy Duty Banner
frames are built to withstand the
rigours of frequent outdoor use and
feature cast aluminium joints with
rubber ‘O’ rings for easy fitting.
Easily carried in a car, these modular
banner frames are supplied with
carry bags, elasticated banner fixing
loops and ground pegs.
High strength and durable
All aluminium construction
Available from 1.5m - 9m (5ft - 30ft)
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Standard Duty Banner Frame
Standard Duty Banner Frames are
our most popular outdoor display
product. They allow flexibility to
position the message exactly where
the audience will see it. Options
available for hard or soft standing;
let us know where you intend to use
your frame.
Compatible with an eyeleted fabric
		 or PVC banner
Available in sizes from 1.5m - 9m
		 (5ft - 30ft)
Easy to assemble, transport
		 and store

sales bannerbox.co.uk

Vehicle Side Stand
The Side Stand allows car dealers to
make the most of using cost-effective
and high-impact banners. Available
in four height and width options, to
maximise valuable forecourt space.
The side stand is secured simply
using the weight of the vehicle.
Graphics are easily tensioned
with elastics for a professional
appearance, and can be changed
and updated in minutes.

Doublesided Banner Frame

Maxi Frame

The Doublesided frame boosts visibility from all angles as
banners can be fitted to both sides of the frame for extra
impact.

Made from 50 mm diameter steel tube, the Maxi Frame
offers the ultimate in heavy duty frames without needing
to create fixed signage. Built from sturdy sections with
an adjustable bottom bar, you can be sure that whatever
the weather can throw at it, your banner will still be
professionally displayed.

Easy to install and use
Available in sizes from 1.5m - 9m
(5ft - 30ft)
Support struts now standard

Galvanised steel construction
Compatible with any eyeleted banner
Single or double sided display

See materials guide on page 34
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Post Mount Systems
Versatile and durable

AirSPRING System

Heavy Duty Post Mount System

When it comes to professional post mount signage, our
AirSPRING System is second to none, and is fully compliant
with the government’s EN40 regulation regarding maximum
wind-load on any kind of street-light signage.

Made from 50 mm diameter pole, this versatile high-strength
aluminium bracket fits lamppost diameters from 75mm to
150mm, making it applicable in almost every situation. Fitted
singly or in pairs, the oval-section pole fits securely onto the
bracket. Comes supplied with 2 bandings per arm and 2
brackets per system.

The AirSPRING consists of two brackets and arms, each arm
with a width of 850mm.
Recommended banner size 750mm x 2500mm
Proven design with market-leading wind-spill factor

Suitable for banners with areas up to 2m2.

Wind tunnel tested and supported by verified wind tunnel
test results*
Needs 3 bands per arm and bracket
*Full data available online.
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Standard Duty Post Mount System

Mid Post Mount System

Stainless Steel Banding

Made from 20 mm diameter pole, the
Standard Duty Post Mount System
offers an alternate approach to fixing
banners on steel lighting posts
and other vertical columns. Comes
supplied with 2 bandings per arm and
2 brackets per system. The system
comprises a heavy gauge aluminium
pole to which the banner is sleeved.
The pole is secured into a pressed
steel bracket by means of a removable
locking pin. Plastic collars retain the
banner in position from both sides.

The Mid Mount System secures
banners singly or back to back on the
centre of a lamppost.

A high-strength, all-stainless-steel
worm-drive banding strap. Seven sizes
available to suit post diameters from
55mm - 340mm.

See materials guide on page 34

Banners are sleeved top and bottom.
The spring tensioner system keeps
everything taut but allows it to flex in
the wind.
Single or double sided
Suitable for banners up to 2m2

Tamper-resistant screw with unique
seven-sided socket. Safety buckle
ensures the free end of the buckle
is neat and tidy. Easily adjusted and
re-used. Compatible with all our post
mount systems. Fixed by means of a
simple drill bit type fitting.

Banners easily secured and changed
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Wall Mount Systems
Robust and attractive

Light Duty

Standard Duty

Heavy Duty

This is the ideal budget solution
for the wall mounting of banners.
Featuring a steel bracket with 25mm
diameter arm, the Light Duty system
is supplied complete with end
cap and collar. Banners are easily
installed or changed by removing
the clip connecting the arm to
the bracket. Suitable for use with
banners with areas up to 1m2. Pole
diameter 20mm.

The Standard Duty Wall Mount
system has recently been upgraded
with an enhanced bracket and
optional tensioner to ease fitting,
adjusting and renewing of the
banner. Featuring a strong circular
steel bracket and aluminium arm,
this is suitable for use with banners
with areas up to 2m2. Pole diameter
45mm.

The Heavy Duty Wall Mount system
allows banners to be installed at right
angles from the wall and is designed
to suit very large banners. The unit
comprises a tough steel wall mount
bracket and large 60 mm diameter
aluminium arm. Banner installation
and change over is made easy
with the use of a tension bar. In the
standard configuration, this system is
suitable for banners with areas up to
5m2. Pole diameter 60mm.

Easy to install and adjust
Use with or without tensioner

Wall Mount
Bracket
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Wall Mount
Bracket
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Stainless Steel
Tensioner

Wall Mount
Bracket

SpiritFLEX™
The SpiritFLEX™ tension system is one of the most popular
solutions for the professional installation of banners, flex
face and other printed textiles including mesh and canvas.
A very simple and versatile product, it is easy to use and
requires no special tools. It is the perfect solution for a wide
range of graphics and display projects.
Indoor wall murals
Outdoor signage projects

Heavy Duty Face Fix System
This system enables large banners to be secured flat against
a wall. It is easy to change and tension the banner.
This system features heavy duty steel brackets with
pre-drilled 16mm fixing holes, 60 mm aluminium cross bars,
tension bar and stainless steel rigging screws and fittings.
Banners are quickly installed by sliding onto the cross bars
and then tightening the rigging screws.

Corporate branding
Lightboxes
Building wraps
A comprehensive range of profiles provides a solution for
indoor, outdoor and clad walls.
Eliminate the need for precise banner finishing by simply
printing the banner to size, fixing the frame to the wall,
installing and tensioning in one easy action using the tension
strip and a mallet. A perfect drum tight finish every time.

Suitable to hold up to 5m2.

Heavy Duty
Fixings

See materials guide on page 34

SpiritFLEX F

SpiritFLEX F2

SpiritFLEX 100

SpiritFLEX DS
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Banner Masts
Maximum impact

TWIN BACK-TO-BACK

TWIN SIDE-BY-SIDE

SINGLE

Heavy Duty Banner Masts

Midi Banner Masts

Budget Banner Masts

Heavy Duty Banner Masts are
manufactured on a bespoke basis
to your exact requirements. We can
provide guidance to give you the
look and finish you require. Our
in-house graphics team can
complete the job with digitally
printed banners to suit.

Midi Banner Masts combine the
style of heavy duty with an attractive
price.

Our Post Mount systems can also
be used in conjunction with a 95mm
diameter aluminium flagpole to
create a cheaper alternative to steel
banner masts. Supplied in kit form
for on-site assembly, this is easy to
install.

Heavy duty steel construction 		
with stainless fittings
Available in heights from 4m - 7m
Single or twin arm versions
available
Powder-coated to the RAL colour
of your choice
Specialist delivery and
installation available

All aluminium construction
Stainless steel fittings
Fixed base plate
Available 4m -6m
Suitable for banner areas up to 3m2
Single or double arms available

Available up to 5m high
Maximum recommended banner
size 2m2
Suitable for use with PVC, mesh or
fabric banners

Formats: All our banner masts can be provided in twin or single banner formats.
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Pop-up Marquees
4.5m x 3m

Convenient and highly visible
3m x 3m

Pop-up Marquees are an ideal
way to create a focus for your
product at outdoor events.
They combine a self-contained
structure with the ability to
install highly visible branding.
The canopy and walls are manufactured from flame
retardant and highly durable PU coated polyester and PVC
in the colour of your choice.

Custom Graphics & Branding

The branding on every pop-up marquee is totally custom
manufactured. Print can be added to the walls, pelmets and
roof on each side of the marquee. Full visuals are provided
for every order.

Unbranded plain marquees are available.

Marquee Accessories:

Standard Bundles
Size choices: 3m x 3m or 4.5m x 3m
Frame choices: Industrial OR heavy duty
Bundles include:
4 x printed walls
1 x printed canopy
Wheeled frame bag

Heavy Duty Stake Kit

Stacking Weights

See materials guide on page 34

Canopy bag
4 x pegs and guylines
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Pop Up Banners
The quickest way to display

If staging a sports event, a
gala, country show or golf day
or organising a conference or
exhibition, then look no further.
Whatever the activity, indoors or outdoors, our Pop-up Banners
will ensure maximum exposure for any branding, with minimum
effort. Ideal for car dealerships.
Simply unpack the ultra lightweight, self-erecting banners from
the carry case - and up they pop! Only this banner system lets
you go from bag to installation in 20 seconds flat.
Peg them down if you’re outdoors and the job’s done - bright,
colourful, innovative, and extremely easy to use.

Pop-up Banners feature:
Integral frame
Available in many sizes and shapes

Banner Size options

Simple to transport and store
Matt finish panels - ideal for photography
Twin faces for all round impact

Medium Oval 2000mm x 1000mm

Comes complete with carry case & pegs
Mini Round 700mm x 700mm

Full colour digital printing gives total flexibility.
Mix and match designs on face and reverse.

Medium Round 1200mm x 1200mm
Large Round 1400mm x 1400mm
Medium Square 2000mm x 1000mm
Large Square 3000mm x 1000mm

Pop-up banners assembled in

20 seconds
28
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Medium Portrait 1500mm x 1000mm
3 Sided Tower 2000mm x 1000mm
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Hoardings

A site for sore eyes

Create

Create the scene with branded
hoardings; designed, printed and
installed by a specialist team of
designers, printers and installers.
Printed hoarding panels are a perfect
way to get your development noticed
from the very first day on site. What’s
more you can generate a ‘buzz’ of
anticipation with powerful and inspiring
on-site messages and branding.

See materials guide on page 34

Make

The artwork for the full hoarding is split
into sections and standard height for
hoardings is 2440mm (8ft - extra high
3000mm panels for added impact and
greater site screening are available,
plus cut-outs and other clever effects.
The design is printed onto each sheet,
creating a giant jigsaw puzzle which is
re-assembled on site. Super accurate
printing ensures perfect seamless
alignment of colour rich graphics and
images.

Install

Our fully qualified and experienced
installation team will deliver and install
your advertising hoardings.
Fully compliant with site regulations
and health and safety laws our team will
make sure the hoardings are safely and
correctly installed, taking due care and
attention to complete the project to the
highest possible standards.
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Café Windbreaks
Flexible and highly visible

We all love the look and
ambience of cafés with an
outdoor seating area. Our
Café Windbreak system
allows restaurant, bar and café
operators to extend and define
their seating areas - and their
outdoor sales season.

Establishments which protect their customers comfort with
windbreaks can expect not only a longer season but also a
greater spend per customer.
Our Café Windbreak system offers flexibility and easy use. The
system comprises standard uprights, each with a sturdy 10kg
base and a choice of 3 crossbar widths. All are completely
interchangeable so you can adapt to fit your venue perfectly.
Banners can be printed or plain in a choice of materials. We can
provide full layout drawings and visuals for your site.

Café Windbreaks features:
Corrosion-free stainless steel
Sturdy 10kg weighted bases
Endlessly expandable design
1m, 1.5m & 2m widths available as standard
Bespoke systems available

Café Windbreaks options:
Twin bars - top and bottom
The optimum solution for classic good looks
and complies with DDA* recommendations.
*Disability Discrimination Act
Single bar with bungees
A budget option which also aids banner
tensioning.
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Starter Kit

Starter Kit

The Café Windbreak Starter Bundle is the ideal way to make
use of your outside spaces and ensure your customers are
comfortable and protected. This improves their experience and
your revenue.
2 x weighted stainless steel bases with 1m upright posts
1 x stainless steel cross bar with quick release trigger clips in a
choice of 1m, 1.5m or 2m
2 x hook loop bungees
1 x Café Windbreak banner

Add on Kit
The +Add On Kit is designed to go with our Starter kit, enabling
you to extend your Café Windbreaks to the preferred length.

Add on Kit

They can be installed in a straight line or at any angle to create a
corner or change of direction.
The kit comprises:
1 x stainless steel upright
1 x cross bar
1 x printed café banner custom-printed to your design
2 x bungee hooks

Graphic Options

Graphic
Options

Single or double sided
Full digital print
Materials
PVC
Acrylic
Decotex
Mesh
Jet Flag

See materials guide on page 34
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FLEXDisplay
Promote your business

Effective and adaptable
solutions are key to the
successful use of indoor
graphics. All our systems are
free standing so don’t require
an existing wall or fixture to
support the graphic. Graphics
are printed digitally in full
colour, ensuring accurate
colour reproduction and
vibrancy of artwork.

FLEXDisplay is quite simply
the most straight-forward,
elegant and versatile indoor
display system available. Its
unique design makes it a highly
effective marketing tool and a
pleasure to use.
The Basic FLEXDisplayTM kit
The key to FLEXDisplay is that it is user-friendly, has simple
push-together construction, is light weight and has a smart
appearance. Installation of graphics is quick and easy. Ultra
high quality graphics are printed to durable and creaseresistant display polyester. FLEXDisplay can be used in
almost infinite combinations but here is a range of popular
options to suit most requirements.

FLEX Graphics
FLEX Graphics are printed to display matt polyester. This
high quality print ensures faithful colour reproduction, sharp
images and is crease and fade resistant. All our standard
systems come with a suggested graphic size but can be
tailored to suit your specific requirements.

FLEXDisplayTM features:
Elegant design
Flexible
Portable
User-friendly
High quality
Affordable
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Flex 1
Classic

Flex 2
Telescopic

Graphic Size
40-80cm (w) x 200cm (h)

Graphic Size
40-80cm (w) x 135-245cm (h)

Flex 4

Flex 5

Flex 6

For graphics up to 150cm wide, the
twin base XL gives a substantial
graphics area.

This linked system can be used as a
straight or angled display, ideal as a
small exhibition stand unit.

Graphic Size
100-150cm (w) x 135-245cm (h)

Graphic Size
300cm (w) x 200cm (h)

A stand with impact. Impressive
graphics area yet still easy to use
and can be installed in straight,
curved or angled configuration.

Crossbase and single upright
pole with Snaplock bars.

See materials guide on page 34

For even easier installation and
adjustable graphic height.

Flex 3
Twin base with telescopic
poles.
Graphic Size
90-120cm (w) x 135-245cm (h)

Graphic Size
450cm (w) x 200cm (h) - 9m2.
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Materials Guide
Here are a few of the materials that go into the production of our display graphics
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MATERIAL

DESCRIPTION

TYPE

Adhesive
Vinyl
(White)

Monomeric Adhesive vinyl is designed for any application where the graphics are to be stuck
directly to a surface, suitable for small items such as stickers or much larger areas to create full
boards or vehicle graphics. Available in both White and Clear versions this versatile material finds
many uses.

PVC

Airflow

Perforated Knitted Polyester 115gsm. Originally developed for beach flags, now popular for many
large format print runs such as Heras fencing scrim.

TEXTILE

Blackback
Polyester

Our Blackback material 235gsm is a very popular choice for exhibitions, especially when used in
tension frame systems.

TEXTILE

Blank
Banners

Perfect for industry professionals, made to order to any size and from a wide range of colours.

Decotex

Decotex is a very versatile display fabric, used for a very wide variety of soft-signage and
fabric graphic applications. Typical applications include exhibition graphics, retail display,
café windbreaks, tension fabric graphics and fabric banners.

TEXTILE

Heavy
Polycotton

Polycotton combines the softness and feel of cotton with the easy/non iron properties of polyester.
Ideal for high class flags with heat vinyl applied.

TEXTILE

Hydrosol

Hydrosol Solvent Textured Lightblock 230mic ideal for use in Roller Banner systems. This material
won't curl over time.

PVC

Jet550PVC

Reinforced PVC 550gsm - this is the longest standing member of our materials range. The polyester base
cloth gives superb strength, coated with a super smooth PVC for clear images and accurate colour.

PVC

JetFlag

Knitted Polyester 115gsm - this versatile fabric gives excellent colour reproduction and nearly
100% print-through for a superb product. A great all-rounder, which we recommend for a large
number of applications.

JetMesh

200gsm and permeable to air, this product is the best option for building wraps and large format
banners. We can invisibly weld panels together creating finished banners of any size.

PVC

Luxx

A premier backlit fabric which features a two part diffuser system to create a simply stunning light
box fabric.

TEXTILE

Polyester
Canvas

A woven, 230gsm heavy yet smooth traditional canvas that allows both direct and transfer printing.

TEXTILE

PowerFlag

POWERFlag material is a premium quality flag for outdoor use with unprecedented resistance
against wear and damage from the effects of the weather. The material gives brilliant colour
and can last twice as long as conventional woven materials. POWERFlag unites value for money,
elegance and quality.

TEXTILE

Woven
Polyester

Durable and traditional 155gsm - this material's open weave finish makes it the preferred choice for
longer life applications.

TEXTILE
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PVC

TEXTILE

Artwork Guide
This is a list of the software we use to produce and print our displays

Supplying Artwork
Artwork can be supplied via email (8mb file size limit).
If files are of a large size, then use an upload site, such
as www.wetransfer.com

What We Need
A print ready artwork file. This will consist of all images
TM
embedded, fonts converted to outlines and Pantone
coated (c) references where appropriate. If it is not possible
to embed images and convert fonts to outlines then these
must be supplied along with the artwork. If your artwork
TM
contains Pantone references, we will print to the closet
possible match. We cannot match to metallic or fluorescent
TM
colours. If no Pantone references are supplied or a colour
accurate proof is not provided, we will print from your
artwork and cannot be held responsible for inaccurate colour
reproduction. If you are unable to provide print ready artwork,
our graphics studio can help, subject to a further charge.

Help? Advice? Talk to us!
If you require any help or advice on any of the products
shown in the catalogue, please contact us either by phone,
email or online. We will be happy to discuss any of your
requirements or questions you may have.

See materials guide on page 34

Software We Use
Adobe Illustrator
(.ai/.eps/.pdf)
Convert all fonts to outlines and embed all
images. Specify Pantone TM colours where
appropriate. Make sure overprint is turned off.
Adobe Photoshop
(.psd/.pdf/.tif/.jpg)
Resolution must be 300dpi at quarter size. For
close viewing increase the dpi but keep the file
size to under 2gb. Ideally full size at 100dpi.
Adobe Indesign
(.pdf)
Please export artwork and all relevant files as a
High Resolution PDF
Adobe Acrobat
(.pdf)
Please export artwork and all relevant files
as a High Resolution PDF. All PDF’s must
be set to ‘High Quality Print’ setting with no
compression.

Call

01246 472 949
Email

sales@bannerbox.co.uk
Web

bannerbox.co.uk
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TALK TO US

01246 472 949
EMAIL US

sales@bannerbox.co.uk
VISIT

www.bannerbox.co.uk

Issue No 17

THE PAPER USED FOR THIS BROCHURE CONTAINS 100%
RECYCLED FIBRE FROM POST-CONSUMER WASTE. PLEASE
DISPOSE OF THIS BROCHURE RESPONSIBLY, BUT WE
WOULD MUCH PREFER YOU TO KEEP AND USE.
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Ireland Industrial Estate

Banner Box is a division of Specialised Canvas Services Ltd. E&OE.
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